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General
L.O.A: 7.31 Metres
Beam: 2.59 Metres
Draft: 0.35 Metres
Construction: Aluminium
Max HP: 150hp
Service Speed: 25 Knots
Load Capacity: 1000kg

Specification
All aluminium construction to above specification to include: 
Alloy helm console, for standing helm position, with heavy duty cable steering.
3x Alloy Heavy Duty bollards, one mounted onto foredeck, two in aft quarters, 
all through welded for maximum strength & capable of lifting from.
2x midship cleats, for spring mooring lines.
Built-in Polyfoam buoyancy.
Trailer winching eye.
Heavy duty ABC AA extrusion section used for keel construction, 
providing adequate protection for beaching on hard concrete surfaces.

Large Open Cockpit

Cushioned Floor

Helm

Performance Ride

General Description
7.0 metre Outboard driven aluminium work boat, combining safety, stability 
and comfort with ease and efficiency of operation. 

The hull is designed in such a way to reduce spray and wave making yet still 
provide excellent performance with comfort of ride, the forward hull sections 
afford a great amount of lift to ensure smooth water flow around the hull. Aft 
the angle of dead rise is reduced, thus providing excellent load carrying capa-
bility, stability, shallow draft and guarantees clean water flow to the propeller. 

Welded aluminium construction throughout for minimal maintenance, maxi-
mum working life and continual operation. Marine grade 5083 (N8) aluminium 
is used on all plating in the construction. The hull plating is heavy duty being 
6mm thick as is the internal transverse, longitudinal and bulkhead frames. 
Heavy duty HE30 extrusions are used for stringers, chines, support angles and 
channels. 4.0mm thick alloy smoothplate plate is used on all Cockpit sole 
walking surfaces.

Reinforced gunwale sections constructed from 5083 grade 5mm thick alloy 
plate. Raised foredeck, with Heavy duty bollard.  Full width outboard transom 
with design option to accommodate single or twin outboard engines. Storage 
within transom area to accommodate standard 25L Outboard fuel tanks and 
marine battery if required. High Gunwales designed to offer safe enclosed 
protection to passengers, crew and cargo.


